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Introduction










Heat waves have been responsible for more
fatalities in Europe over the past decades
than any other extreme weather event.
The record-breaking 2003 summer heat
wave caused more than 70,000 additional
deaths in western Europe.
A non-linear relationship has been described
between temperature and mortality
(Ballester et al. 2011, 2016).
Possible to develop climate services by
issuing early warnings of excess mortality
events (Lowe et al. 2015, 2016).
Sub-seasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) climate
forecasts of extreme temperatures could
allow for better resource management within
heat–health action plans, to protect
vulnerable populations / implement
preventive measures well in advance.

Climate-driven mortality model






Daily mortality data corresponding to 187 NUTS2 regions across 16
countries in Europe were obtained from 1998–2003. Data were aggregated
to 54 larger regions in Europe.
The relationship between log mortality (y) and apparent temperature (x)
was modelled with a 3rd order polynomial for the warm and cold tail,
independently.

Model parameters were estimated using a Bayesian framework (INLA,
www.r-inla.org), in order to produce probabilistic estimations of mortality
(Lowe et al. 2015, 2016).

The system issues probabilities of
exceeding the 75th mortality threshold.



S2S climate forecasts


Sub-seasonal: ECMWF “monthly” forecast system

- 10 ensemble members
- Started twice a week, up to 46 days ahead.


Seasonal: ECMWF seasonal forecast system (System4)

- 15 ensemble members
- Started once a month.




Both sets of climate forecasts have been bias-corrected, using 20
years of hindcasts for sub-seasonal forecasts and 30 years for
seasonal.
By using the ensembles, both climate forecast and mortality
model uncertainty are combined.

Results with climate observations

Estimated probability of exceeding the
emergency threshold

Was the emergency threshold
actually exceeded?

Performance is not limited by the mortality model

Results with sub-seasonal forecasts
LT = Lead Time (before 1st of August 2003)

Observed

1 day LT

8 day LT

11 day LT

4 day LT

15 day LT

Most of the skill disappears in the forecasts initiated more than 4 days
ahead the heat wave.

Results with seasonal forecasts
LT = Lead Time

Observed





Temperature forecasts: ECMWF System4

1 month LT

3 month LT

No skill in the majority of regions.
Significant probabilities of mortality events in southern England and
some regions in Spain → Coincidence? Needs confirmation.

Key outcomes and lessons learnt








Skill decreases from very good with short lead times to very poor with
lead times above one week.
Performance is not limited by the mortality model, but by the climate
forecast skill.
Overall, it is difficult to derive decision-relevant information from
seasonal climate forecasts in Europe due to the lack of skill.
However, shorter-range forecasts may add value thanks to their
enhanced forecast quality. The focus on sub-seasonal predictions
with better forecast skill may help to increase uptake and use of
climate forecasts in Europe.
See Lowe et al., (2016) and http://cmtool.euporias.eu/ for more
information.

Next steps
Poster session 1 (Atrium area) – Tomorrow, 12.30 to 13.45
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